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Rick Sanders Knight with Two-

Handed Sword at 

1410 Battle of 

Tannenberg.  This 

30mm flat figure 

depicts a German 

knight in partial plate 

armor from around 

the year 1400 who is 

fighting with a two-

handed sword.  

Designed and its 

form engraved by 

Wolfgang Friedrich of 

Rackwitz, Saxony.



Rick Sanders
Burgundian Troops 1475 – 30mm Flats - during 

the Burgundian Wars of the 1470s when 

Burgundy’s Duke Charles the Bold challenged the 

Swiss Confederation. The figures were mostly 

“edited” (produced) by the late Sixtus Maier and 

Hans Loy in Germany between 1933 and 1968.  

Most of the molds were engraved by Ludwig 

Frank (1870-1957), so the figures are all at least 

50 years old. 

Teutonic Knights fighting Russians at the 1242 

"Battle on the Ice" (Battle of Lake Peipus), made 

famous by the film "Alexander Nevsky". 

28mm flats from Nuremberg firm of Ernst 

Heinrichsen; the molds were engraved in 1903. 

(Front and rear views)



Jim Richey
“Here is something different, a 

little sci-fi diorama from Master 

Box. 

"At the edge of the universe. 

Strange Company's adventures.  

Episode I.  The first meeting."  

"Wow, I like it!" 

The bar is scratch built and 

bottles are from MiniArt.   

Figures are all done in acrylics.  

The base is sheet of styrene 

scored to look like metal plates 

and painted with Rust-oleum 

Metallic Satin Nickel. 

The Bar top is Bare Metal 

Chrome. “



Robert Huettner
Pegaso 1/10 scale Sherman Commander, 

Normandy 1944



Robert Huettner
Some of Robert’s works in Progress.

Federal artillery driver- ACW. Romeo models, 75 
mm done in acrylics. 



Jim Evans
“Last figure of 2020 ... US Marine, Phu Bai, 1967 ... Kirin 

Miniatures ... painted with acrylics

Here is my “Toon” version of the Red Baron and his Fokker DR.1 ... 

The Ballad of the Red Baron by the Guardsman was running through 

my head as I built this model.”

Brian Ford

A Sovereign 75mm Work in Progress, 
painted in oils.



David Luff World War II British Infantry



David Luff
“Here is my Zombie Beholder from Wizkids

for Dungeons and Dragons Nolzur’s

Marvelous Miniatures line. Scaled at 

28mm, made from plastic and ready to 

paint from the package. I still gave it a 

prime color of grey and used Vallejo 

acrylic model paints and wash from army 

painters brand. Anybody who plays DND 

know how dangerous this creature is and 

is as deadly in the world of Frostgrave.

To the far right is my city of Felstad to be 

used with the Frostgrave miniature rules. 

This is an on going project of using both 

3D printed materials like the buildings and 

scratch built terrain. I am looking to have 

enough terrain to cover my 5’ x 6’ gaming 

table and able to be transported to 

conventions. As the terrain is meant to 

look like it’s frozen, after priming, I dry 

brush first with a light gray and then with 

bright white. I use those craft paints from 

Michael’s craft stores as using higher 

quality such as Vallejo would be costly.” 



Mike Thomas Below: Ray Lamb 90mm figure of a Chasseur a Cheval of the Imperial Guard.

Right: Roman Draconarius by Laruccia.



Mike Thomas

1/10 Roman cavalry officer bust 

from Young Miniatures.

Far Right: Roman scout 

cavalryman by Soldiers & 

Laruccia with extensive 

additions.



Michael Pierce From the Atlanta Show.  Mike got the Yankee 
Doodle Award for his Massachusetts Bucks 
scratch built.  He also displayed his finished 
Hitler Jugend vignette. 

Mike also took some pictures of a creative 
diorama he saw at a Tennessee Visitors Center.



Gerry Joria
“I got motivated by last 

month's talk to dig out 

an unfinished Historex

kit I got in Chicago a few 

years ago.

It's the Duc de Lauzun

from American War of 

Independence. He's 

featured in the historic 

painting of the 

surrender at 

Yorktown. 

I'd forgotten how 

difficult Historex kits 

could be. In the 70's I 

found Airfix mounted 

kits to be much more 

animated and easier to 

convert.”



Nick Strocchia
Nick’s “Makoto Build”.



Michael Dutcher
Model: Sequitor Prime
Maker: Games Workshop
32mm

I started this back in October but had 
to take a break. Pics on the left are 
from the October meeting. 

I picked this back up about 2 weeks 
ago and it’s at 95% done. I added the 
scrolls, some more vegetation to the 
base, finished the NMM on the shield 
and various other places. Just a few 
touch ups left and some more work on 
the scrolls and it should be ready to 
enter for the virtual show.


